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Background:Moderate concentrations of�-secretase inhibitor increaseA� production in different scenarios fromcell lines
to humans.
Results: A mathematical model, including �-, �-, and �-secretases, is proposed describing A� rise.
Conclusion: The A� rise is decided by the interplay between the three secretases and not �-secretase alone.
Significance: This has important implications for the development of drugs targeting A� production in Alzheimer disease.

Amyloid-� (A�) is produced by the consecutive cleavage of
amyloid precursor protein (APP) first by �-secretase, generat-
ingC99, and then by�-secretase. APP is also cleaved by�-secre-
tase. It is hypothesized that reducing theproductionofA� in the
brainmay slow the progression ofAlzheimer disease. Therefore,
different �-secretase inhibitors have been developed to reduce
A� production. Paradoxically, it has been shown that low to
moderate inhibitor concentrations cause a rise in A� produc-
tion in different cell lines, in different animalmodels, and also in
humans. A mechanistic understanding of the A� rise remains
elusive. Here, a minimal mathematical model has been devel-
oped that quantitatively describes the A� dynamics in cell lines
that exhibit the rise as well as in cell lines that do not. Themodel
includes steps of APP processing through both the so-called
amyloidogenic pathway and the so-called non-amyloidogenic
pathway. It is shown that the cross-talk between these two path-
ways accounts for the increase in A� production in response to
inhibitor, i.e. an increase in C99 will inhibit the non-amyloido-
genic pathway, redirecting APP to be cleaved by �-secretase,
leading to an additional increase in C99 that overcomes the loss
in �-secretase activity. With a minor extension, the model also
describes plasma A� profiles observed in humans upon dosing
with a �-secretase inhibitor. In conclusion, this mechanistic
model rationalizes a series of experimental results that spans
from in vitro to in vivo and to humans. This has important impli-
cations for the development of drugs targetingA�production in
Alzheimer disease.

AD2 is a progressive neurological disorder. It leads to a loss of
neurons and cognitive function and ultimately to dementia. It is

characterized by the deposition of insoluble plaques of aggre-
gated A� in the brain (1, 2). Increased levels of amyloidogenic
A� peptides and aggregates are believed to play a major role in
the pathogenesis of the disease.
A� peptides are produced by sequential proteolysis of APP

(3, 4).Mutations in APP have been genetically linked to cases of
familial AD (5). The three main enzymes involved in APP pro-
teolysis are the �-, �-, and �-secretases. Initially, APP must be
cleaved by �- or �-secretase, and then the cleavage products of
both enzymes are further processed by �-secretase. �-Secre-
tase, believed to be one of the ADAM (a disintegrin and metal-
loproteinase) family of proteases, most likely ADAM-10 (6, 7),
cleaves APP at position 17 to produce C83. This leads to the
so-called non-amyloidogenic pathway with further processing
of C83 by �-secretase. �-secretase cleaves APP principally at
position 1 to produce C99 (8). This leads to the amyloidogenic
pathway with further processing by �-secretase (4, 9, 10) pro-
ducing different A� subspecies, in particular A�1–40 and
A�1–42. In addition, �-secretase can cleave the product of
�-secretase, C99, at position 17 to produce C83 (6, 11).

In the hunt for AD therapies, inhibition of A� production via
�-secretase has had a large focus (9, 12–15). Initial efforts
focused on GSI, of which a number have reached the clinic.
Interestingly, the inhibition of �-secretase generates contra-

dictory behaviors depending on the system. As we expect, the
addition of inhibitors of �-secretase in cell-free assays produces
a monotonic decrease in the production of A� (13, 16–20).
However, in vitro concentration-response curves for a wide
range of inhibitors show two types of behaviors consistently
depending on the cell line used (13, 21). In some cell lines, the
A� production decreases with inhibitor concentration as for
the cell-free assay. Other cell lines show a biphasic behavior
with amaximal production ofA� at intermediate inhibitor con-
centrations. In linewith the in vitro results, both behaviors have
been observed in numerous animalmodels (22–25). Consistent
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with these observations, in clinical trials, a rise in A� plasma
levels has also been reported (12, 26, 27).
Disappointingly, although �-secretase inhibitors have

reached late stage clinical trials, none have resulted in signifi-
cant improvement for the patients. As the GSIs demonstrate
biphasic behavior in vitro and in plasma, it is difficult to inter-
pret the net impact on brain A� levels and so evaluate whether
the lack of clinical efficacy is due to an A� increase or not (28).
Understanding the mechanism of A� processing will not only
help to understand the GSI-induced biphasic behavior but also
help to assess whether other therapeutic approaches such as
inhibition of �-secretase will have similar liability.

The present study has two aims. The first aim is to develop a
mathematical model to describe A� dynamics based on the
known interplay between these three secretases and to identify
and analyze the factors in the amyloid processing pathway that
contribute to the rise in A� levels at low inhibitor concentra-
tions. We shall demonstrate that the degree of competition of
the pathway intermediates, C99 andAPP, for�-secretase deter-
mines this behavior. The second aim is to examine whether the
A� formation model can quantitatively describe in vitro dose-
response experiments in different cell lines as well as the tem-
poral profile of plasma A�1–40 upon dosing of Semagacestat, a
GSI, at different doses in healthy human volunteers.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In Vitro Model Implementation and Simulation—Models
were implemented as a system of linked ordinary differential
equations using Mathematica 8 and the R language for statisti-
cal computing (version 2.14.1). Analytic solutions of equations
were derived using Mathematica.
Parameter estimation in log space was conducted in R using

the pso package. Numerical solutions to the ordinary differen-
tial equation systemwere computed using the deSolve library in
R, with an analytical Jacobian calculated inMathematica. Initial
conditions for intermediate species were set to be their steady-
state concentrations in the absence of GSI, with other species
set to zero. The model was integrated for the same period of
time spanned by experimental or clinical observations.
The objective function used is

�
i � 1

N

�A�simi/A�sim0�A�obsi�
2/�i

2 (Eq. 1)

where A�sim0
is the simulation in the absence of compound,

A�simi
is the amount of A� produced after adding compound at

concentration Xi, A�obsi is the corresponding experimentally
observed amount relative to base line with standard deviation
�i, and N is the number of concentrations observed.

We applied a traditional hypothesis testing approach to eval-
uate the fitting of the model to the experimental data. An F test
was performed to calculate the difference between the full
model and the reduced model, which accounts for the model
without drug. Additionally, the residual errors of the model
relative to the residual errors of the reduced model are
reported, and the plot of the residuals is provided in the supple-
mental material.

Clinical Model Implementation and Simulation—A one-
compartment pharmacokinetic model with absorption was fit-
ted using the time profile of the compound in plasma. The
pharmacokinetic model is described by a pair of ordinary dif-
ferential equations, representing the rate of change of concen-
tration of drug in the gut, Xg, and in plasma, Xp

dXg/dt � �ka Xg (Eq. 2)

dXp/dt � ka Xg/V � kCl Xp (Eq. 3)

where ka is the absorption parameter from the gut, V is the
plasma volume distribution, and kCl represents clearance of the
drug by the body. Because not all the drug is available to affect
�-secretase activity, the drug plasma concentration is scaled by
the effective inhibitor fraction, feff, to form the concentration,
X, modifying the activity of the pathway, i.e.

X � Xp feff (Eq. 4)

RESULTS

Building a Core Model That Accounts for the Generation of
A� Peptides—The guiding principle for the development of the
model was to discern the minimal relevant processes able to
explain the majority of experimental data concerning the
behavior of themodeled system.We built aminimal network of
amyloid metabolism derived from published studies (3, 4, 6,
8–10), in particular around APP degradation leading to A�
formation. The model encompasses the core steps in the syn-
thesis of A� (Fig. 1); it does not distinguish between different
A� subspecies, such as A�1–40 or A�1–42. In brief, the model
contains six steps and five species, i.e. APP, C99 and C83, A�,
and p3. Five of the six steps, i.e. r1 to r5, are catalyzed by �-, �-,

FIGURE 1. Schematic representation of the reactions leading to A� pro-
duction. In the scheme, six reactions are represented. Three secretases, �, �,
and �, catalyze five of these reactions. Reactions r1 and r5 are catalyzed by
�-secretase; r3 and r4 are catalyzed by �-secretase; and r2 is catalyzed by
�-secretase. In addition, the system has one reaction, r0, accounting for APP
production. The final product of the non-amyloidogenic branch, reaction r3, is
designated as p3.
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and �-secretase enzymes, and the sixth reaction, r0, accounts
for the independentAPPproduction. Additionally, we assumed
that �- and �-secretase are the only enzymes that degrade APP.
The �- and �-secretase cleavage products, C83 and C99,
respectively, are degraded by �-secretase. In addition, �-secre-
tase can process C99 into C83. The reaction rates governing
these reactions are unknown. We propose that the processing
steps obey Michaelis-Menten kinetics and that there is a con-
stant production rate for APP (Table 1). Equations 5–9 shows
the mass balance for all the species represented in Fig. 1,

dAPP/dt � vr0 � vr1,� � vr2,� (Eq. 5)

dC99/dt � vr2,� � vr5,� � vr4,� (Eq. 6)

dC83/dt � vr1,� � vr5,� � vr3,� (Eq. 7)

dA�/dt � vr4,� (Eq. 8)

dp3/dt � vr3,� (Eq. 9)

The symbol vri,j represents the rate of reaction ri catalyzed
by the secretase j, i.e. with j � �, �, or �. Meanwhile, vr0 repre-
sents the constant production rate of APP by reaction r0. It is
assumed that the GSIs influence �-secretase cleavage by mixed
inhibition (Table 2).
First Order Kinetics Cannot Produce an Increase in A� in

Response to a �-Secretase Inhibitor—Mathematical equations
can be derived to show that an increase in A� in response to a
GSI cannot occur when the enzymes operate in the linear
region. For convenience, assume that the �-secretase enzyme is
inhibited noncompetitively by the compoundX, i.e. Ki1 �Ki2 �
Ki3 � KX. In addition, assume that all the enzymes described in
Table 1 operate in the unsaturated region where the Km values
are much larger than the intermediate concentration values.
Under these conditions, an analytical expression for the steady-
state rate of production of A�, vr4,�, is obtained by substituting

these rate expressions into Equations 5–9 and solving for the
A� production rate (see supplemental Section 1)

vr4,� �
k4vr0k2

�k1 � k2��k4 � k5 �1 � X/KX��
(Eq. 10)

where X is the inhibitor concentration and ki � Vmi/Kmi, with
i � 1–5.

This expression decreases monotonically with increasing
concentration of X for all parameter set values. Thus, with the
three secretases operating in the linear kinetic regime, one can
only observe a decrease in A� production for increasing con-
centrations of inhibitor, X. It can be shown that this result still
applies if we relax the condition of linear kinetics for �- and
�-secretase (see supplemental Section 1).
Saturation Kinetics for �-Secretase Is Required to Display an

Increase in A�—In the previous section, we showed that first
order kinetics cannot produce the increase inA�production on
application of a GSI. We therefore decided to investigate the
impact of including saturation on �-secretase. To simplify the
problem, we adopt the following simplifications. (i) �- and
�-Secretase follow linear kinetics. (ii) APP operates in the linear
region of �-secretase (APP/Km1 �� 1), but this enzyme can
display saturation with respect to C99. (iii) Reaction rates for
reactions 1–4 have equal values for the ratios ki �Vmi/Kmi' k;
meanwhile, the ratio for step 5 (k5 � Vm5/Km5) can adopt any
positive value with respect to k. Introducing these rate equa-
tions into Equations 5–9, we solve for the intermediates at
steady state. More importantly, we derive an expression for the
production rate of A�, vr4,� versus X (see supplemental Section
2), and the variation of the rate with respect to the inhibitor
concentration is calculated. The resulting expression is shown
in Fig. 2.
In thisminimal kineticsmodel, an increase of A� production

as a consequence of an inhibition of �-secretase can only be
achieved with �-secretase operating toward the low region of
Michaelis-Menten constant values for C99, i.e. for low values of
Km5. In fact, it can be observed that there exists a maximal
positive slope of this rate for intermediate Km5 values (Fig. 2).
On the other hand, the ratio between the specificity con-

stants for the two steps catalyzed by �-secretase (step 5 and 1),
i.e. k5/k, and the ratio vr0/k also play a role in determining the
magnitude of the A� induction, ∂vr4,�/∂X�X30. It is observed

TABLE 1
Reactions and Rate equations included in the model
All the enzymatic steps follow a Michaelis-Menten mechanism. The parameters of
the Michaelis-Menten equations are Vmi and Kmi where subscript i represents the
reaction ri with i � 0 to 5. The reactions catalysed by �-secretase, r1 and r5, have a
slightly more complicated rate equations (vr1,� and vr5,�) since there are two compet-
ing substrates, C99 andAPP, that individually giveMichaelis-Menten kinetics when
studied separately (40, 41). The same applies for the rate equations depending on
�-secretase, vr3,� and vr4,�, where C99 and C83 are substrates competing for this
enzyme. vr,j represents the rate of reaction ri catalyze by secretase j, with j � �, � or
� and i � 1 to 5. vr0 is the rate of reaction r0.

Reaction Secretase Reaction rate

r0 (3 APP) vr0 � constant

r1 (APP3 C83) �
vr1,� �

Vm1APP/Km1

1 � APP/Km1 � C99/Km5

r2 (APP3 C99) �
vr2,� �

Vm2APP/Km2

1 � APP/Km2

r3 (C833 p3) �
vr3,� �

Vm3C83/Km3

1 � C83/Km3 � C99/Km4

r4 (C993 A�) �
vr4,� �

Vm4C99/Km4

1 � C83/Km3 � C99/Km4

r5 (C993 C83) �
vr5,� �

Vm5C99/Km5

1 � APP/Km1 � C99/Km5

TABLE 2
Rate equations describing the effect of a �-secretase inhibitor on the
steps catalyzed by �-secretase
It is assumed that the inhibitor compounds act on �-secretase via amixed inhibition
on �-secretase. In the model, �-secretase catalyzes the cleavage of two different
substrates, i.e. C83 and C99. This leads to slightly more complicated equations
whereKX describes the dissociation constant of the free �- secretase to the inhibitor
X. On the other hand, Ki1, Ki2 stand for the dissociation constant of the enzyme
complexes with the C83, C99 substrates respectively, to the inhibitor. As it is
described inTable 1, the parameters of theMichaelis-Menten equations areVmi and
Kmi where subscript i represent the reaction ri.

Reaction Secretase
Reaction Rate in the

presence of inhibitor (X)

r3 (C833 p3) �
vr3,� �

Vm3 /(1 � X/KX) C83/Km3

Dena

r4 (C993 A�) �
vr4,� �

Vm4 /(1 � X/KX) C99/Km4

Dena

aDen � 1 � C83/Km3(1 � X/Ki1)/(1 � X/KX) � C99/Km4(1 � X/Ki2)/(1 � X/K X).
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that a lower ratio, k5/k, contributes to a larger rise in A� in the
presence of inhibitor. Furthermore, the larger the value of vr0/k,
the more pronounced the effect. The minimal model thus
leads us to the conclusion that saturation of �-secretase by C99
is required for A� induction through the inhibition of
�-secretase.

The above analysis was done with �- and �-secretase operat-
ing in the linear regime. The kinetic conditions of the two secre-
tases are important for the rise inA�. For�-secretase, the linear
regime allows the enzyme to increase its activity in the presence
of a moderate concentration of GSI when enough C99 is accu-
mulated. However, this window decreases and eventually dis-
appears as the enzyme reaches saturation. In the case of
�-secretase, saturation by APP would imply that the produc-
tion of C99 remains constant irrespective of theGSI concentra-
tion. Consequently, the addition of GSI would produce a drop
in A� production because no additional C99 could be pro-
duced. This is contrary to the situationwhere�-secretase oper-
ates in unsaturated conditions that allow any increase inAPP to
carry through to C99.
TheModel Describes the Profile of A� in Response to �-Secre-

tase Inhibitors in HEK APPwt and HEK APPswe Cell Lines—In
the previous section, we demonstrated that this simplified
secretase network together with simple rate laws can generate
the main qualitative behaviors of the A� profile in the presence
of a GSI. Here, we demonstrate that the model can quantita-
tively recapitulate in vitro data. It has been reported that dose-
response curves of A�1–40/A�1–42 against GSIs have two dif-
ferent behaviors depending on the cell type where the
compounds are tested (13, 17, 21, 29). For example, it has been
shown that in HEK cell lines stably transfected with wild-type
APP (HEK APPwt), a biphasic response in the levels of A�
occurs on treatment with increasing concentrations of GSI.
Conversely, in HEK cell lines stably transfected with the Swed-
ishmutation of APP (HEKAPPswe), the same pharmacological
agents and range of concentrations produce a monotonic
decrease in A� levels (Fig. 3).

The vast majority of the parameters of the model (Tables 1
and 2) are not available in the literature. Even the influx and
efflux to this system are unknown. We therefore decided to
perform parameter estimation by fitting the model to all the
data shown in Fig. 3. The rationale behind this decision is that if
the model can reproduce the experimentally observed behav-
iors, it will increase our confidence that the underlying princi-
ples governing the A� profile under �-secretase inhibition are
explained by the model. The model parameters were classified
into several groups for the purposes of fitting to the experimen-
tal data. The parameters associated with the inhibitor action
(Kic, Ki1, Ki2) were classified as inhibitor parameters, and there
is one inhibitor parameter set for each compound.The values of
parameters describing the intrinsic system properties (Vmi and
Kmi) depend on the particular cell line considered. However,
the only significant difference between HEK APPwt and HEK
APPswe is in the kinetic properties of �-secretase cleavage of
APP (30). We therefore constrained the kinetic parameters of
the system by representing the difference between these two
cell lines solely through the kinetic parameter values of�-secre-
tase, i.e. Vm2 and Km2.

All the parameter values were simultaneously adjusted until
the model accurately reproduced the measurements shown in
Fig. 3 (supplemental Table S1). It is observed that themodel can
quantitatively reproduce both wild-type and mutant behaviors
for different inhibitors. According to themodel, the parameters
associated with the inhibition play an important role in deter-
mining the concentration at which the maximal amount of A�
is produced as well as the range of concentrations across which
rebound is observed. However, the existence of the rebound or
its magnitude is determined by the intrinsic properties of the
system.
To assess the predictive capacity of thismodel, we decided to

compare the model results with additional independent exper-

FIGURE 2. Initial variation of A� production rate at low GSI concentration.
On the y axis is shown the slope change of the production rate of A� in
response to low inhibitor concentration for a range of Michaelis-Menten con-
stant of �-secretase with respect to C99, Km5. The two families of curves
shown were calculated using vr0

0.1 and 2, and for each value, different k5/k
ratios uniformly distributed in the [0.1, 1] range. The positive (negative) values
represent a rise (decrease) in A� rate production when a small amount of
inhibitor is added into the system.

FIGURE 3. Quantitative modeling of the A� response across a range of
inhibitor concentrations in HEK APPwt and HEK APPswe cell lines. Exper-
imental data are displayed as follows: HEK APPwt (closed symbols) and HEK
APPswe (open symbols) with the inhibitors DAPT (circle) and DPH-111122
(square). The model simulation fits are shown as lines. Solid lines correspond to
A� levels of HEK APPwt and HEK APPswe treated with DAPT, and the dashed
lines correspond to the treatment with DPH-111122. The A� levels are repre-
sented as the percentage of change with respect to A� level at the reference
steady state, i.e. A�X � 0. For model residual error, residual errors � 3.2%. F test
statistics, F � 59, p value � 10�12. The residual plot shows a good fit (supple-
mental Fig. S1). The experimental data used were extracted from the litera-
ture (13). Error bars indicate S.E.
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iments (13). In particular, it has been observed thatHEKAPPwt
cells transfected with increasing amounts of C99 DNA con-
struct show a decrease in A� rebound when they are treated
with a range of inhibitor concentrations (Fig. 4A, inset). To
model this, a constant production of C99 was added to the
coremodel. Using the parameter set previously estimated for
the APPwt system, we simulated the response of the system
to increasing doses of inhibitor with differing levels of C99
production (Fig. 4A, supplemental Section 3). The model
qualitatively describes the experimentally observed secreted
A� dose response in the presence of increasing basal C99
concentrations.
In addition, we can use themodel to predict the profile of the

non-amyloidogenic pathway and the response of this pathway
to different GSI concentrations (Fig. 4B). First, it is observed
that the pathway product (p3) is unable to display a rise in the
presence of a GSI contrary to the amyloidogenic pathway (Fig.
3). Overall, the model displays a monotonic decrease in p3 lev-
els by adding GSI. However, the simulations emulating the A�
profile of HEK APPwt and APPswe show quantitative differ-

ences. p3 levels remain almost constant in the range of GSI
concentrations where there is a rise in A�, for the HEK APPwt
model. Meanwhile, this does not occur for the APPswe model.
Model Reproduces Clinical A� Profile in Response to

Semagacestat—To capitalize on our success at fitting the in
vitro data with our model, we decided to investigate whether
the results from a clinical trial of a GSI, Semagacestat, could be
reproduced (27). The trial data comprise measurements of
plasma A�40 over a 24-h period following a dose of the com-
pound in 25 healthy Japanese volunteers. The volunteers were
dosed with 40, 100, or 140 mg of Semagacestat.
To describe these data, we use our in vitromodel with some

small modifications. 1) The time evolution of the compound
concentration is modeled using a one-compartment pharma-
cokinetic model with absorption (see “Materials and Meth-
ods”). 2) Because produced A� will be broken down via physi-
ological mechanisms, we augment the in vitro model
(Equations 5–9) by incorporating a first order term represent-
ing the degradation of A� within the term describing the tem-
poral variation of A� concentration. This leads to the following
expression

dA�/dt � vr4,� � kdeg A� (Eq. 11)

where kdeg is a constant that accounts for the degradation of A�
by physiological mechanisms.
Semagacestat in vitro dose-response data from Jamsa et al.

(21) were used to fit the in vitromodel, whereas the pharmaco-
kinetic model was fitted using the concentration of the drug in
plasma available from the trial data (supplemental Section 4
supplemental Fig. S2 and supplemental Tables S2 and S3).
Finally, the in vitro parameter values for Semagacestat, i.e. Vmi
and Kmi, were combined with the pharmacokinetic parameter
values, i.e. ka, V, and kCl, and a third optimization was per-
formed to determine the parameters unique to the combined
model, i.e. feff and kdeg, by using the profile of A� in plasma at
different concentrations of Semagacestat (Fig. 5).

FIGURE 4. GSI dose-response curves for A� and p3. A, changes in the profile
of A� at different initial C99 concentrations. The experimental data displayed
in the inset shows that A� rise decreases with increasing initial concentration
of C99 (13). The model simulations show that the same phenomenon is dis-
played by the proposed model when the initial C99 concentration is
increased by including an independent C99 supply. B, predicted responses of
p3 in the system to increasing GSI concentrations. The black line is the predic-
tion for HEK APPwt for DAPT (solid line) and DPH-111122 (dashed line). Mean-
while, the gray line is the prediction for HEK APPswe to DAPT (solid line) and
DPH-111122 (dashed line).

FIGURE 5. Changes in plasma A� profile in healthy human volunteers
after a single oral administration of the GSI Semagacestat. Plasma A�40
levels were measured at three Semagacestat concentrations: 40 mg (f), 100
mg (F), and 140 mg (�). The model quantitative describes A�40 levels at the
three doses (40 mg, solid line; 100 mg, dashed line; and 140 mg, dot dashed
line). The model also describes the profile of Semagacestat in plasma shown
in the inset. For model residual error, residual errors � 11%. F test statistics,
F � 10.7, p value � 10�5. The residual plot is shown in supplemental Fig. S3.
Error bars indicate S.E.
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By solely adjusting the remaining two parameters of the
model and using the previously established fits to the in vitro
observations and pharmacokinetic profile of Semagacestat, we
were able to reproduce the clinical trial results (27), as shown in
Fig. 5. The obtained estimates are 3.1 h for the half-life of A� in
plasma and 0.05 h for the effective inhibitor fraction.

DISCUSSION

That �-secretase inhibition can lead to an increase in the
production rate of its A� product has been reported in several
in vitro and in vivo systems (12, 13, 21–23, 27). However, no
mechanism has been proposed to explain the origin of this par-
adoxical behavior by only inhibiting this enzyme.
In this study, we show that a basic network structure around

�-secretase allows the system to show A� rebound, or induc-
tion, at certain inhibitor doses. The three properties of the sys-
tem that contribute to this behavior are: (i) �-secretase operates
at least in part in the first order kinetic region (i.e. it is not
saturated in normal function); (ii) consumption of APP by
�-secretase is inhibited by the intermediate C99; and (iii)
�-secretase operates in the first order kinetic region (i.e. it is not
saturated).
A simple explanation for the kinetic results is as follows.

When aGSI is added to the normal, APPwt, system, it produces
an increase in the concentration of the substrate, C99. In a
simple linear system, this cannot lead to an increase of produc-
tion because the increase in substrate is not enough to compen-
sate for the reduction in available enzyme. However, in this
system, such an increase in C99 will inhibit the consumption of
APP by �-secretase (reaction r1) because C99 and APP are sub-
strates that compete for �-secretase. Due to this drop in
�-secretase cleavage of APP, an additional part of the APP pro-
duced is instead available for cleavage by�-secretase, leading to
even more C99. This additional increase in C99 is able to over-
compensate for the loss in activity of �-secretase caused by low
doses of inhibitor, leading to a greater production of A� under
mild inhibition of �-secretase. Eventually, at higher GSI con-
centration, the additional C99 produced is unable to compen-
sate for the drop in enzymatic activity. In comparison, in the
APPswe system, there is already a large pool of C99 as a conse-
quence of the increase in �-secretase activity caused by the
mutation. Thus, �-secretase mediated cleavage of C99 is
already saturated. In this situation, the buildup of C99 as a con-
sequence of the �-secretase inhibition cannot further increase
its activity, and therefore, no rise is observed.
The predictions of ourmodel are supported by in vitro exper-

imental observations. As shown in Fig. 4, the model predicts a
decrease in themagnitude of the A� rebound as the production
of C99 increases in the system. This is in line with experiments
where HEK APPwt cells were transfected with different levels
ofC99DNAconstruct (13). As theC99 reference concentration
increases, �-secretase is further saturated, thereby decreasing
the window of drug concentration where a rise in A� could be
observed.
In addition, our minimal model shows that the output of the

non-amyloidogenic pathway does not increase but remains
almost constant in the range of GSI at which A� is rising. This
is supported by recent reports showing that the products of the

degradation of C83 by �-secretase, p3 and amyloid intracellular
domain (AICD), decrease slightly in this GSI concentration
range (13, 31). In this pathway, the model shows that the inhi-
bition of �-secretase is accompanied by increased C83. The
source of this increase is the C99 cleavage by �-secretase, step
r5.We have also observed that in basal conditions, GSI � 0, the
rate of production of the non-amyloidogenic branch, vr3,�, is
highly insensitive to changes in �-secretase levels, which allows
us to deduce that the intermediate C83 is controlling the rate of
production of the end product (supplemental Section 5, supple-
mental Fig. S4). Supporting this observation, independent
research groups have shown, using different cell line systems,
that C83 is the limiting factor in the production of p3 andAICD
(31). Additionally, themodel shows the same qualitative behav-
ior under the influence of combined �- and �-secretase inhibi-
tion as reported in Ref. 21. When compared with only �-secre-
tase inhibition, if the �-secretase inhibition is in the promoting
region of concentration, the �-secretase inhibitor potency is
reduced, whereas a high level of �-secretase inhibition
increases the potency of the �-secretase inhibitor.
The model proposed imposes little restriction on the prote-

ase identity, as long as the function is conserved. That is to say
that�-secretase cleaves bothAPP andC99 and that�-secretase
cleaves APPswe with a greater efficiency than APPwt (5, 30).
There have recently been suggestions that BACE1 is not the
constitutive �-secretase and that this role belongs to one of the
cathepsins (32, 33). These suggestions are compatible with our
hypothesis; a cathepsin, or any other enzyme, can play the role
of �-secretase, without altering the conclusions of the model.

In addition to the rise in A�, the shape of the profile is
another interesting aspect to analyze. Using the model, we
observed that the maximum A� production depends on the
kinetic properties of the three secretases and the APP produc-
tion rate but not on the GSI kinetic properties. This indicates
that specific GSIs cannot be differentiated by their maximal A�
rise. This is in accordance with numerous in vivo experiments
using specific GSIs where it is shown that the rise is a 2-fold
increase over basal levels.3 In contrast to this, it has been shown
in in vitro studies in HEK APPwt that the magnitude of the A�
rise is compound-dependent (13). The model observations are
based on the fact that the only component modulated is
�-secretase and that all other properties of the system remain
unaffected by compound. A small degree of nonspecificity in
compounds could easily explain this apparent discrepancy
between the model and experimental results.
Thismodel is to our knowledge the firstmathematicalmodel

that explains the A� rise with a direct mechanism between the
GSI and �-secretase using simple kinetic rate laws. The inhibi-
tor only interacts with �-secretase, and the inhibitor inhibits
�-secretase activity at any constant concentration of the sub-
strate C99. Previous models have explained the rise by off-tar-
get effect, e.g. inhibiting A� clearance (34, 35). However, the
fact that a wide structural variety of GSIs causes the rebound in
different models favors a direct mechanism as the principle
driver of the A� rise. A recent report proposed that presenilin,

3 S. A. G. Visser, unpublished data.
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a �-secretase component, is in a dimeric form in which at low
concentration the inhibitor binds to one site, increasing the
activity of the other site by conformational change (31). How-
ever, that model cannot account for the absence of rebound in
HEK APPswe and for the slight decrease in the production rate
of p3 and AICD. In addition, it has been consistently reported
that the inhibition of solubilized human �-secretase does not
provoke the A� rise at low GSI concentrations (13, 17, 19, 20,
36). These pure �-secretase enzyme assay results are in agree-
ment with our model predictions, suggesting that it is not only
the enzyme �-secretase that dictates this paradoxical behavior.
Our model does not distinguish between different A� species,
but if desired, a simple extension of the �-secretase kinetics
should be sufficient to account for A�1–42 and A�1–40 profiles.
A current challenge in biology is the translation of in vitro

findings to in vivo models and in particular to human studies.
Having established a model describing the A� profile in HEK
APPwt and APPswe cell lines, we next studied the ability of the
model to recapitulate the A� plasma profile of human subjects
that were treated with Semagacestat. We show that the model
can account for the observed A� profile for the three adminis-
tered GSI doses. The predicted A� plasma half-life is �3.1 h,
although no human data have been published to confirm this.
However, this value is consistent with the observed half-life of
8.4 h in cerebrospinal fluid in clinical subjects (37) because
observations in preclinical species show a greater periphery
clearance than cerebrospinal fluid clearance (38, 39).
This minimal model could have widespread impact on the

development of drugs targeting A� production in AD. The fact
that a GSI can induce A� production raises important ques-
tions for experimental and clinical investigation of A� process-
ing and ultimately AD that are beyond the scope of this study.
The model described herein can be used to inform decisions
about in vitro cell lines and in vivomodels used in such studies.
It opens the way for more accurate predictions of effects in the
brain from measurements of plasma and cerebrospinal fluid
A�. It can be used to investigate the implications of alternative
therapies, such as �-secretase inhibition or �-secretase promo-
tion, as well as combination therapies. All in all, it paves the
path for line of sight from the bench to the clinic.
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